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Deterministic Dynamic Matching in Worst-Case1

Update Time2

Peter Kiss #3

Department of Computer Science, University of Warwick, UK4

Abstract5

We present deterministic algorithms for maintaining a (3/2 + ϵ) and (2 + ϵ)-approximate maximum6

matching in a fully dynamic graph with worst-case update times Ô(
√

n) and Õ(1)1 respectively. The7

fastest known deterministic worst-case update time algorithms for achieving approximation ratio8

(2 − δ) (for any δ > 0) and (2 + ϵ) were both shown by Roghani et al. [arXiv’2021] with update times9

O(n3/4) and Oϵ(
√

n) respectively. We close the gap between worst-case and amortized algorithms10

for the two approximation ratios as the best deterministic amortized update times for the problem11

are Oϵ(
√

n) and Õ(1) which were shown in Bernstein and Stein [SODA’2021] and Bhattacharya and12

Kiss [ICALP’2021] respectively.13

The algorithm achieving (3/2 + ϵ) approximation builds on the EDCS concept introduced by14

the influential paper of Bernstein and Stein [ICALP’2015]. Say that H is a (α, δ)-approximate15

matching sparsifier if at all times H satisfies that µ(H) ·α + δ ·n ≥ µ(G) (define (α, δ)-approximation16

similarly for matchings). We show how to maintain a locally damaged version of the EDCS which is17

a (3/2 + ϵ, δ)-approximate matching sparsifier. We further show how to reduce the maintenance18

of an α-approximate maximum matching to the maintenance of an (α, δ)-approximate maximum19

matching building based on an observation of Assadi et al. [EC’2016]. Our reduction requires20

an update time blow-up of Ô(1) or Õ(1) and is deterministic or randomized against an adaptive21

adversary respectively.22

To achieve (2 + ϵ)-approximation we improve on the update time guarantee of an algorithm of23

Bhattacharya and Kiss [ICALP’2021]. In order to achieve both results we explicitly state a method24

implicitly used in Nanongkai and Saranurak [STOC’2017] and Bernstein et al. [arXiv’2020] which25

allows to transform dynamic algorithms capable of processing the input in batches to a dynamic26

algorithms with worst-case update time.27

Independent Work: Independently and concurrently to our work Grandoni et al. [arXiv’2021]28

has presented a fully dynamic algorithm for maintaining a (3/2+ ϵ)-approximate maximum matching29

with deterministic worst-case update time Oϵ(
√

n).30
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1 Introduction35

In the dynamic setting our task is to maintain a ’good’ solution for some computational36

problem as the input undergoes updates [1, 10, 15, 16, 19, 30]. Our goal is to minimize the37

update time we need to spend in order to update the output when the input undergoes38

updates. One of the most extensively studied computational problems in the dynamic setting39

is approximate maximum matching. Our task is to maintain an α-approximate matching40

M in G, which is a matching which satisfies that |M | · α ≥ µ(G) (where µ(G) represent the41

size of a maximum size matching of graph G). Due to the conditional lower bound of [2] the42

maintenance of an exact maximum matching (a 1-approximate maximum matching) requires43

1 Throughout the paper Õ hides poly(log n, 1/ϵ) factors and Ô hides poly(no(1), 1/ϵ) factors.
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2 1 INTRODUCTION

at least O(poly(n)) update time. Hence, a long line of papers were focused on the possible44

approximation ratio-update time trade-offs achievable for α > 1 [24, 28, 31, 40, 20, 22, 18, 47].45

If a dynamic algorithm computes the updated output after at most O(T ) time following46

any single change in the input we say that its update time is worst-case O(T ). A slight47

relaxation of this bound is that the algorithm takes at most O(T · k) total time to maintain48

the output over k > 0 consecutive updates to the input, for any k, in this case the update49

time of the algorithm is amortized O(T ).50

A number of dynamic algorithms in literature utilize different levels of randomization51

[44, 3, 49, 8, 11, 34]. However, currently all known techniques for proving update time52

lower bounds fail to differentiate between randomized and deterministic dynamic algorithms53

[2, 33, 37, 38, 42]. Hence, understanding the power of randomization in the dynamic setting is54

an important research agenda. In the case of dynamic matching getting rid of randomization55

has proven to be difficult within the realm of Õ(1) update time. While as early as the56

influential work of Onak and Rubinfield [41] a randomized algorithm with Õ(1) update time57

has been found the first deterministic algorithm with the same update time was first shown58

by Bhattacharya et al. [21]. For achieving (2 + ϵ)-approximation with worst-case update time59

there is still an O(poly(n)) factor difference between the fastest randomized and deterministic60

implementations ([3, 49] and [43] respectively).61

While amortized update time bounds don’t tell us anything about worst-case update62

time some problems in the dynamic setting have proven to be difficult to solve efficiently63

without amortization. Notably, for the dynamic connectivity problem the first deterministic64

amortized update time solution by Holm et al. [35] has long preceded the first worst-case65

update time implementation of Kapron et al. [36] which required randomization.66

Both of the algorithms presented by this paper carry the best of both worlds as they are67

deterministic and provide new worst-case update-time bounds.68

Many dynamic algorithms such as [32, 45] rely on the robustness of the output of the69

output. To consider this in a context of matching as an example observe that if a matching70

M is α-approximate it remains (α · (1 + O(ϵ)))-approximate even after ϵ · |M | edge updates.71

Hence, if we are to rebuild M after the updates we can amortize its reconstruction cost over72

ϵ · |M | time steps. However, such an approach initially inherently results in amortized update73

time bound. In some cases with additional technical effort de-amortization was shown to be74

achievable for these algorithms [32, 48]. A natural question to ask is weather an amortized75

update time bound is always avoidable for amortized rebuild based dynamic algorithms.76

To answer this question we explicitly present a versatile framework for improving the77

update time bounds of amortized rebuild based algorithms to worst-case while incurring78

only a Õ(1) blowup in update time. Our framework was implicitly shown in Bernstein et al.79

[48] and Nanongkai and Saranurak [39]. To demonstrate the framework we present two new80

results:81
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▶ Theorem 1. There is a deterministic algorithm for maintaining a (2 + ϵ)-approximate82

matching in a fully dynamic graph with worst-case update time Oϵ(log7(n)) = Õ(1) (where83

Oϵ hides O(poly(1/ϵ) factors).84

For the approximation ratio of (2 + ϵ) the best known worst-case update time algorithm85

of Õ(
√

n) was show recently in [43]. However, Õ(1) amortized update time algorithms were86

previously shown by [21], [45]. We show that an O(poly(n)) blowup in update time is not87

necessary to improve these bounds to worst-case.88

▶ Theorem 2. There is a fully dynamic algorithm for maintaining a (3/2 + ϵ)-approximate89

maximum matching in worst-case deterministic Ô( m
n·β + β) (for our choice of β) or Ô(

√
n)90

update time (where Ô hides O(poly(no(1), 1/ϵ)) factors).91

For achieving better than than 2-approximation the fastest known worst-case update92

time of Õ(
√

n 8
√

m) was shown in [43]. Similar to the case of (2 + ϵ)-approximation there is93

an Õ(poly(n)) faster algorithm achieving the same approximation ratio shown in [18] using94

amortization. We again show that such a large blowup is not necessary in order to achieve95

worst-case update times.96

In order to derive the later result we first show an amortized rebuild based algorithm97

for maintaining the widely utilized [17, 18, 29, 4, 6, 13, 14, 5] matching sparsifier EDCS98

introduced by Bernstein and Stein [17]. At the core of amortized rebuild based algorithms99

there is a static algorithm for efficiently recomputing the underlying data-structure. As the100

EDCS matching sparsifier (as far as we are aware) doesn’t admit a deterministic near-linear101

time static algorithm, we introduce a relaxed version of the EDCS we refer to as ‘damaged102

EDCS’. For constructing a damaged EDCS we show a deterministic Õ(m) static algorithm.103

Say that matching sparsifier (or matching) H is (α, δ)-approximate if µ(H) ·α + n · δ ≥ µ(G).104

A damaged EDCS is a (3/2 + ϵ, δ)-approximate matching sparsifier as opposed to the EDCS105

which is (3/2 + ϵ)-approximate. To counter this we show new reductions from (α + ϵ)106

to (α, δ)-approximate dynamic matching algorithms based on ideas of [9], [7]. Previous107

such reductions relied on the oblivious adversary assumption that the input sequence is108

independent from the choices of the algorithm and is fixed beforehand. Our reductions work109

against an adaptive adversary whose decisions may depend on the decisions and random110

bits of the algorithm. The update time blowup required by the reductions is Õ(1) or Ô(1)111

if the reduction step is randomized or deterministic respectively. These reductions and the112

static algorithm for constructing a damaged EDCS might be of independent research interest.113

Using the randomized reduction we receive the following corollary:114

▶ Corollary 3. The update time bound of Theorem 2 can be improved to Õ( m
n·β + β)115

(or Õ(
√

n)) if we allow for randomization against an adaptive adversary (where Õ hides116

O(poly(log(n), 1/ϵ)) factors).117

1.1 Techniques118

We base our approach for improving an amortized rebuild based algorithm to worst-case119

update time on an observation implicitly stated in Bernstein et al. [48] (Lemma 6.1). Take120

an arbitrary input sequence of changes I for a dynamic problem and arbitrarily partition121

it into k continuous sub-sequences Ii : i ∈ [k]. If a dynamic algorithm with update time122

O(T ) is such that (knowing the partitionings) it can process the input sequence and the123

total time of processing sub-sequence Ii is O(|Ii| · T ) then call it k batch-dynamic. Note that124

the update time guarantee of a batch-dynamic algorithm is stronger then of an amortized125

update time algorithm but it is weaker than a worst-case update time bound.126
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Building on the framework of [48] we show that an O(log(n)) batch-dynamic algorithm127

Alg can be used to maintain Õ(1) parallel output tapes with worst-case update time such128

that at all times at least one output tape contains a valid output of Alg while only incurring129

a blowup of Õ(1) in update-time. If Alg is an α-approximate dynamic matching algorithm130

then each of the O(log(n)) output tapes each contain a matching. Therefore, the union of the131

output tapes is an α-approximate matching sparsifier with maximum degree O(log(n)) on132

which we can run the algorithm of Gupta and Peng [32] to maintain an (α + ϵ)-approximate133

matching.134

Therefore, in order to find new worst-case update time dynamic matching algorithms we135

only have to find batch-dynamic algorithms. We show a framework (building on [48]) for136

transforming amortized rebuild based dynamic algorithms to batch-dynamic algorithms. On137

a high level an amortized rebuild based algorithm allows for a slack of ϵ factor damage to138

its underlying data-structure before commencing a rebuild. To turn such an algorithm k139

batch-dynamic during the progressing of the i-th batch we ensure a slack of i·ϵ
k instead. This140

way once the algorithm finishes processing a batch it has ϵ
k factor of slack it is allowed to141

take before commencing a rebuild meaning that the next rebuild operation is expected to142

happen well into the proceeding batch.143

With this general method and some technical effort we show a batch-dynamic version of144

the (2 + ϵ)-approximate dynamic matching algorithm of [45] and prove Theorem 1.145

In order to generate a batch-dynamic algorithm for maintaining a (3/2 + ϵ)-approximate146

maximum matching more work is required as algorithms currently present in literature for147

this approximation ratio are not conveniently amortized rebuild based. We introduce a148

relaxed version of the matching sparsifier EDCS (initially appeared in [17]) called ’damaged149

EDCS’. We further show that a damaged EDCS can be found in Õ(m) time. We show that a150

damaged EDCS is robust against Õ(n · β) edge updates and has maximum degree β for our151

choice of β. This means we can maintain the damaged EDCS in Õ( m
n·β ) amortized update152

time with periodic rebuilds. We can then run the algorithm of [32] to maintain a matching153

in the damaged EDCS in Õ(β) update time.154

1.2 Independent Work155

Independently from our work Grandoni et al. [29] presented a dynamic algorithm for156

maintaining a (3/2 + ϵ)-approximate matching with deterministic worst-case update time157

Oϵ(m1/4), where Oϵ is hiding O(poly(1/ϵ)) dependency.158

2 Notations and Preliminaries159

Throughout this paper, we let G = (V, E) denote the input graph and n will stand for |V |160

and m will stand for the maximum of |E| as the graph undergoes edge updates. degE(v) will161

stand for the degree of vertex v in edge set E while NE(v) stand for the set of neighbouring162

vertices of v in edge set E. We will sometimes refer to degE(u)+degE(v) as the degree of edge163

(u, v) in E. A matching M of graph G is a subset of vertex disjoint edges of E. µ(G) refers164

to the size of a maximum cardinality matching of G. A matching M is an α-approximate165

maximum matching if α · |M | ≥ µ(G). Define a matching to be (α, δ)-approximate if166

|M | · α + δ · n ≥ µ(G).167

In the maximum dynamic matching problem the task is to maintain a large matching168

while the graph undergoes edge updates. In this paper we will be focusing on the fully169

dynamic setting where the graph undergoes both edge insertions and deletions over time. An170

algorithm is said to be a dynamic α (or (α, δ))-approximate maximum matching algorithm if171
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it maintains an α (or (α, δ))-approximate matching at all times. A sub-graph H ⊆ E is said to172

be an α (or (α, δ))-approximate matching sparsifier if it contains an α (or (α, δ))-approximate173

matching. We will regularly be referring to the following influential result from literature:174

▶ Lemma 4. Gupta and Peng [32]: There is a (1 + ϵ)-approximate maximum matching175

algorithm for fully dynamic graph G with deterministic worst-case update time O(∆/ϵ2) given176

the maximum degree of G is at most ∆ at all times.177

Throughout the paper the notations Õ(), Ô() and Oϵ() will be hiding O(poly(log(n), ϵ)),178

O(poly(no(1), ϵ)) and O(poly( 1
ϵ )) factors from running times respectively.179

The update time of a dynamic algorithm is worst-case O(T ) if it takes at most O(T ) time180

for it to update the output each time the input undergoes a change. An algorithm update181

time is said to be amortized O(T ) if there is some integer k > 0 such that over k consecutive182

changes to the input the algorithm takes O(k · T ) time steps to maintain the output. The183

recourse of a dynamic algorithm measures the changes the algorithm makes to its output per184

change to the input. Similarly to update time recourse can be amortized and worst-case.185

We call a dynamic algorithm k batch-dynamic with update time O(T ) if for any parti-186

tioning of the input sequence I into k sub-sequences Ii : i ∈ [k] during the processing of I187

the algorithm can process input sub-sequence Ii in O(T · |Ii|) total update time. Note that188

this implies that the worst-case update time during the progressing of Ii is O(T · |Ii|). The189

definition is based on [48]. A k-batch dynamic algorithm provides slightly better update190

time bounds then an amortized update time algorithm as we can select k sub-sequences to191

amortize the update time over.192

We will furthermore be referring to the following recent result from Solomon and Solomon193

[46]:194

▶ Lemma 5. Theorem 1.3 of Solomon and Solomon [46] (slightly phrased differently and195

trivially generalized for (α, δ)-approximate matchings): Any fully dynamic α (or (α, δ))-196

approximate maximum matching algorithm with update time O(T ) can be transformed into197

an (α + ϵ) (or (α + ϵ, δ))-approximate maximum matching algorithm with O(T + α
ϵ ) update198

time and worst-case recourse of O( α
ϵ ) per update. The update time of the new algorithm is199

worst-case if so is the underlying matching algorithm.200

▶ Definition 6. Random variables X1, ..., Xn are said to be negatively associated if for any201

non-decreasing functions g, f and disjoint subsets I, J ⊆ [n] we have that:202

Cov(g(Xi : i ∈ I), h(Xj : j ∈ J)) ≤ 0

We will make use of the following influential result bounding the probability of a sum of203

negatively associated random variables falling far from their expectation.204

▶ Lemma 7. (Chernoff bound for negatively associated random variables [25]): Let X̄ =205 ∑
i∈[n] Xi where Xi : i ∈ [n] are negatively associated and ∀i ∈ [n] : Xi ∈ [0, 1]. Then for all206

δ ∈ (0, 1):207

Pr[X̄ ≤ (1− δ) · E[X̄]] ≤ exp(−E[X̄] · δ2

2 )
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3 Batch Dynamic To Worst Case Update Time208

3.1 Improving a Batch-Dynamic Algorithm to Amortized Update Time209

▶ Lemma 8. Given an α approximate (or (α, ϵ)-approximate) dynamic matching algorithm210

Alg is O(log(n)) batch-dynamic with update time O(T (n)) and dynamic graph G undergoing211

edge insertions and deletions. There is an algorithm Alg′ which maintains O(log(n)) match-212

ings of G such that at all times during progressing an input sequence of arbitrarily large213

polynomial length one of the matchings is α approximate (or (α, ϵ)-approximate). The update214

time of Alg′ is worst-case O(T (n) · log3(n)) and it is deterministic if Alg is deterministic.215

As this lemma was implicitly stated in [48] and [39] in a less general setting we defer the216

proof to Appendix A.217

▶ Corollary 9. If there exists an α (or (α, δ))-approximate dynamic matching algorithm218

(where α = O(1)) Alg which is O(log(n)) batch-dynamic with update time O(T (n)) then there219

is an (α + ϵ) (or (α + ϵ, δ))-approximate matching algorithm Alg′ with worst case update220

time O( T (n)·log3(n)
ϵ3 ). If Alg is deterministic so is Alg′.221

Proof. Maintain O(log(n)) parallel matchings of G using the algorithm from Lemma 8 in222

O(T (n) · log3(n)) worst case update time. Their union, say H, is a a graph with maximum223

degree O(log(n)) and is an α (or (α, δ))-approximate matching sparsifier and is a union of the224

output of O(log(n)) dynamic matching algorithms with worst-case update time O(T · log2(n)).225

By Lemma 5 ([46]) these approximate matching algorithms can be transformed into (α + ϵ/2)226

(or (α + ϵ/2, δ))-approximate matching algorithms with O(T · log2(n) + α
ϵ ) update time and227

O(α
ϵ ) worst-case recourse. This bounds the total recourse of the sparsifier at O( log(n)·α

ϵ ).228

Therefore, with slack parameter ϵ
2·α we can run the algorithm of Lemma 4 ([32]) to maintain229

an (α + ϵ) (or (α + ϵ, δ))-approximate matching in the sparsifier with worst-case update time230

O(T · log3(n) + log(n)·α
ϵ + log2(n)·α2

ϵ3 ) = O( T ·log3(n)
ϵ3 ).231

◀232

Observe that the framework outlined by Lemma 8 has not exploited any property of the233

underlying batch-dynamic algorithm other than the nature of it’s running time. This allows234

for a more general formulation of Lemma 8.235

▶ Corollary 10. If there is a O(log(n)) batch-dynamic algorithm Alg with deterministic236

(randomized) update time O(T (n)) and poly(n) length input update sequence I then there is237

an algorithm Alg′ such that238

The update time of Alg′ is worst-case deterministic (randomized) O(T (n) · log3(n))239

Alg′ maintains log(n) parallel outputs and after processing update sequence I[0, τ) one240

of Alg′-s maintained outputs is equivalent to the output of Alg after processing I[0, τ)241

partitioned into at most log(n) batches242

4 Vertex Set Sparsification243

An (α, δ)-approximate matching sparsifier satisfies that µ(H) · α + n · δ ≥ µ(G). Selecting244

δ = ϵ·µ(H)
n results in a (α + ϵ)-approximate sparsifier. The algorithm we present in this paper245

has a polynomial dependence on 1/δ therefore we can’t select the required δ value to receive246

an (α + ϵ)-approximate sparsifier assuming µ(H) is significantly lower then µ(G). To get247
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around this problem we sparsify the vertex set to a size of Ô(µ(H)) while ensuring that the248

sparsified graph contains a matching of size (1−O(ϵ)) · µ(G).249

Let V k be a partitioning of the vertices of G = (V, E) into k sets vi : i ∈ [k]. Define250

the concatenation of G based on V k to be graph GV k on k vertices corresponding to vertex251

subsets vi where there is an edge between vertices vi and vj if and only if there is u ∈ vi and252

w ∈ vj such that (u, w) ∈ E. Note that maintaining V k as G undergoes edge changes can be253

done in constant time. Also note that given a matching MV k of GV k is maintained under254

edge changes to GV k in constant update time per edge changes to MV k we can maintain a255

matching of the same size in G.256

4.1 Vertex Sparsification Against An Oblivious Adversary257

Assume we are aware of µ(G) (note we can guess µ(G) within an 1 + ϵ multiplicative258

factor through running O( log(n)
ϵ ) parallel copies of the algorithm). Choose a partitioning259

of G-s vertices into O(µ(G)/ϵ) vertex subsets V ′ uniformly at random. Define G′ to be the260

concatenation of G based on V ′.261

Consider a maximum matching M∗ of G. It’s edges have 2 ·µ(G) endpoints. Fix a specific262

endpoint v. With probability (1− 2·µ(G)
µ(G)/ϵ )2·µ(G)−1 ∼ (1− o(ϵ)) it falls in a vertex set of V ′

263

no other endpoint of M∗ does. Hence, in expectation 2 · µ(G) · (1−O(ϵ)) endpoints of M∗
264

fall into unique vertex subsets of V ′ with respect to other endpoints. This also implies that265

µ(G) · (1− O(ϵ)) edges of M∗ will have both of their endpoints falling into unique vertex266

sets of V ′, hence µ(G′) ≥ µ(G) · (1−O(ϵ)). This observation motivates the following lemma267

which can be concluded from [7], [9] and [32].268

▶ Lemma 11. Assume there is a dynamic algorithm Alg which maintains an (α, δ)-269

approximate maximum matching where α = O(1) in graph G = (V, E) with update time270

O(T (n, δ)). Then there is a randomized dynamic algorithm Alg′ which maintains an (α + ϵ)-271

approximate maximum matching in update time time O(T (n, ϵ2) · log2(n)
ϵ4 ). If the running272

time of Alg is worst-case (amortized) so will be the running time of Alg′.273

(Stated without proof as it concludes from [7], [9] [32])274

4.2 Vertex Set Sparsification Using (k, ϵ) Matching Preserving275

Partitionings276

A slight disadvantage of the method described above is that if the adversary is aware of our277

selection of V ′ they might insert a maximum matching within the vertices of a single subset278

in V ′ which would be completely lost after concatenation. In order to counter this we will279

do the following: we will choose some L different partitionings of the vertices in such a way280

that for any matching M of G most of M -s vertices fall into unique subsets in at least one281

partitioning.282

▶ Definition 12. Call a set of partitionings V of the vertices of graph G = (V, E) into d283

vertex subsets is (k, ϵ) matching preserving if for any matching of size k in G there is a284

partitioning V d
i in V such that if G′ is a concatenation of G based on V ′ then G′ satisfies285

that µ(G′) ≥ (1− ϵ) · k.286

We will show that using randomization we can generate a (k, ϵ) matching preserving set287

of partitionings of size O( log(n)
ϵ2 ) into O(k/ϵ) vertex subsets in polynomial time. Furthermore,288

we will show how to find an (k, ϵ) matching preserving set of partitionings of size O(n(1))289

into O(k · no(1)) vertex subsets deterministically in polynomial time.290
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▶ Lemma 13. Assume there exists a dynamic matching algorithm AlgM maintaining an291

(α, δ)-approximate matching in update time O(T (n, δ)) for α = O(1) as well as an algorithm292

AlgS generating an (k, ϵ) matching preserving set of vertex partitionings into O(k ·C) vertex293

subsets of size L. Then there exists an algorithm Alg maintaining an (α + ϵ)-approximate294

matching with update time O(T (n, ϵ/C) · L2·log2(n)
ϵ4 ). If both AlgS and AlgM are deterministic295

then so is Alg. If AlgM is randomized against an adaptive adversary then so is Alg. If the296

update time of AlgM is worst-case then so is of Alg. Alg makes a single call to AlgS.297

The proof of the lemma is deferred to Appendix C.2. The intuition is as follows: through298

running O( log(n)
ϵ ) parallel copies of the algorithm guess µ(G) within a 1 + ϵ factor. In the299

knowledge of µ(G) run AlgM on the L concatenations of G we generate with AlgS . Each300

of these concatenated sub-graphs are of size O(µ(G) · C) and have maximum matching301

size (1 − O(ϵ)) · µ(G). Therefore running AlgM with δ parameter Θ(ϵ/C) yields an (α +302

O(ϵ))-approximate matching in on of these L graphs. Using the algorithm of [32] find an303

approximate maximum matching in the union of the Oϵ(L · log(n)) concatenated graphs.304

Note that with an application of Lemma 5 ([46]) the update time can be changed into305

O( T (n,ϵ/C)·L·log(n)
ϵ + L2·log2(n)

ϵ5 ) as shown in the appendix.306

4.3 Generating Matching Preserving Partitionings Through Random307

Sampling308

▶ Lemma 14. There is a randomized algorithm succeeding with 1− 1/poly(n) probability for309

generating a (k, ϵ) matching preserving set of partitionings of graph G into O(k/ϵ) vertex310

subsets of size O( log(n)
ϵ2 ) running in polynomial time.311

We defer the proof to Appendix C.2. Essentially, O( log(n)
ϵ2 ) random chosen vertex312

partitionings into O(k/ϵ) vertex subsets are (k, ϵ) matching preserving. Note, that in313

unbounded time we can find an appropriate set of partitionings deterministically as we can314

iterate through all possible sets of partitionings and test each separately.315

4.4 Generating Matching Preserving Partitionings Using Expanders316

We will define expander graphs as follows. Such expanders are sometimes called unbalanced317

or lossless expanders in literature.318

▶ Definition 15. Define a (k, d, ϵ)-expander graph as a bipartite graph G = ((L, R), E)319

such that ∀v ∈ L : degE(v) = d and for any S ⊆ L such that |S| ≤ k we have that320

|NE(S)| ≥ (1− ϵ) · d · |S|.321

Graph expanders are extensively researched and have found a number of different applic-322

ations. We will now show how an expander graph can be used to be the bases of an (k, ϵ)323

preserving set of partitionings.324

▶ Lemma 16. Assume there exists an algorithm Alg which outputs a (k, d, ϵ)-expander325

Gexp = ((L, R), E) in O(T (k, d, ϵ)) time. There is an algorithm Alg′ which outputs a set of326

(k, ϵ) matching preserving vertex partitionings of a vertex set of size |L| into |R| subsets of327

size d with running time O(T (k, d, ϵ)). Alg′ is deterministic if Alg is deterministic.328

Proof. Take graph G = (V, E) and bipartite (2 ·k, d, ϵ/2) expander graph GExp = ((V, R), E′)329

such that vertices of the left partition of GExp correspond to vertices of V . For each v ∈ V330

define an arbitrary ordering of it’s neighbours in R according to E′ and let NE′(v)i be it’s331
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i-th neighbour according to this ordering (i ∈ [d]). For each i ∈ [d] and v ∈ R define Vi,v ⊆ V332

to be the set of vertices in V whose i-th neighbour is v (or Vi,v = {v′ ∈ V : NE′(v′)i = v}).333

Define set of vertex partitionings V = {V |R|
i : i ∈ [d]} where V

|R|
i contain vertex sets334

Vi,v : v ∈ R. Fix a matching M in G of size k and call it’s endpoints VM . By the definition of335

the expander we have that |NE′(VM )| ≥ (1− ϵ/2) · d · 2k. Hence by the pigeonhole principle336

we have that |NE′(VM∗)i| ≥ (1− ϵ/2) · 2k for some i ∈ [d]. Define G′ as the concatenation337

of G based on V
|R|

i . By the definition of V
|R|

i at least (1 − ϵ/2) · 2k endpoints of M are338

concatenated into vertices of G′ containing exactly one vertex of VM . Therefore, (1− ϵ) · k339

edges of M will have both their endpoints concatenated into unique vertices of G′ within M .340

Hence, µ(G′) ≥ (1− ϵ) · k and V is a (k, ϵ) matching preserving set of partitionings.341

◀342

▶ Lemma 17. (Theorem 7.3 of [23] and Proposition 7 of [12]): Given n ≥ k and ϵ >343

0. There exists a (k, d, ϵ)-expander graph Gexp = ((L, R), E) such that |L| = n, |R| =344

k·2O(log3(log(n)/ϵ))

poly(ϵ) = Ô(k), d = 2O(log3(log(n)/ϵ)) = Ô(1) which can be deterministically computed345

in Ô(n) time.346

4.5 Black-Box Implications347

The following statements are black-box statements which can be concluded based on this348

section.349

▶ Corollary 18. [7],[9]: If there is a dynamic algorithm for maintaining an (α, δ)-approximate350

maximum matching for dynamic graphs in update time O(T (n, δ)) then there is a randomized351

algorithm (against oblivious adversaries) for maintaining an (α + ϵ)-approximate maximum352

matching with update time O(T (n, ϵ2) · log2(n)
ϵ4 ).353

▶ Corollary 19. If there is a dynamic algorithm for maintaining an (α, δ)-approximate354

maximum matching for dynamic graphs in update time O(T (n, δ)) then there is a randomized355

algorithm for maintaining an (α + ϵ)-approximate maximum matching with update time356

O(T (n, ϵ2) · log4(n)
ϵ8 ) which works against adaptive adversaries given the underlying algorithm357

also does.358

Proof. Follows from Lemma 13 and Lemma 14.359

◀360

▶ Corollary 20. If there is a dynamic algorithm for maintaining an (α, δ)-approximate361

maximum matching for dynamic graphs in update time O(T (n, δ)) then there is a deterministic362

algorithm for maintaining an (α + ϵ)-approximate maximum matching with update time363

Ô(T (n, poly(ϵ)
no(1) )) which is deterministic given the underlying matching algorithm is also364

deterministic.365

Proof. Follows from Lemma 13, Lemma 17 and Lemma 16.366

◀367

5 (3/2 + ϵ)-Approximate Fully Dynamic Matching In Ô(
√

n)368

Worst-Case Deterministic Update Time369

5.1 Algorithm Outline370

In this section we present an amortized rebuild based algorithm for maintaining a locally371

relaxed EDCS we refer to as ’damaged EDCS’. The following definition and key-property372
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originates from [17] and [6].373

▶ Definition 21. From Bernstein and Stein [17]:374

Given graph G = (V, E), H ⊆ E is a (β, λ)-EDCS of G if it satisfies that:375

∀e ∈ H : degH(e) ≤ β376

∀e ∈ E \H : degH(e) ≥ β · (1− λ)377

▶ Lemma 22. From Assadi and Stein [6]:378

If ϵ < 1/2, λ ≤ ϵ
32 , β ≥ 8 · λ2 · log(1/λ) and H is a (β, λ)-EDCS of G then µ(G) ≤379

µ(H) · ( 3
2 + ϵ)380

The intuition behind the algorithm is as follows: take a (β, λ)-EDCS H. Relax it’s381

parameter bounds slightly through observing that H is also a (β · (1 + λ), 4λ)-EDCS. As H is382

a (β, λ)-EDCS for every edge e in it’s local neighbourhood Θ(β · λ) edge updates may occur383

in an arbitrary fashion before either of the two edge degree bounds of a (β · (1+λ), 4λ)-EDCS384

is violated on e.385

Therefore, after Θ̃(n · β) edge updates the properties of a (β · (1 + λ), 4λ)-EDCS should386

only be violated in the local neighbourhood of O(δ ·n) vertices for some small δ of our choice.387

At this point the EDCS is locally ’damaged’ and it’s approximation ratio as a matching388

sparsifier is reduced to (3/2 + O(ϵ), δ). However, the reductions appearing in Section 4 allows389

us to improve this approximation ratio to (3/2 + O(ϵ)). At this point we commence a rebuild,390

the cost of which can be amortized over Θ̃(n · β) edge updates.391

We then proceed to turn this amortized rebuild based algorithm into a batch-dynamic392

algorithm which we improve to worst-case update time using Lemma 8.393

5.2 Definition and Properties of (β, λ, δ)Damaged EDCS394

In order to base an amortized rebuild based dynamic algorithm on the EDCS matching395

sparsifier we need an efficient algorithm for constructing an EDCS. As far as we are aware396

there is no known deterministic algorithm for constructing an EDCS in in Ô(n) time. In397

order to get around this we introduce a locally relaxed version of EDCS.398

▶ Definition 23. For graph G = (V, E) a (β, λ, δ)-damaged EDCS is a subset of edges H ⊆ E399

such that there is a subset of ’damaged’ vertices VD ⊆ V and the following properties hold:400

|VD| ≤ δ · |V |401

∀e ∈ H : degH(e) ≤ β402

All e ∈ E \H such that e ∩ VD = ∅ satisfies degH(e) ≥ β · (1− λ)403

▶ Lemma 24. If ϵ < 1/2, λ ≤ ϵ
32 , β ≥ 8λ−2 log(1/λ) and H is a (β, λ, δ)-damaged EDCS404

of graph G = (V, E) then H is an (3/2 + ϵ, δ)-approximate matching sparsifier.405

Proof. Define the following edge-set: E′ = {e ∈ E : e∩VD = ∅}. Observe, that H is a (β, λ)-406

EDCS of E′ ∪H. Fix a maximum matching M∗ of G. At least µ(G)− |VD| = µ(G)− δ · |V |407

edges of M∗ appear in E′ as each vertex of VD can appear on at most one edge of M∗.408

Therefore, µ((V, E′)) ≥ µ(G)− |V | · δ. Now the lemma follows from Lemma 22.409

◀410
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5.3 Constructing A Damaged EDCS in Near-Linear Time411

Algorithm 1 StaticDamagedEDCS

Input: G = (V, E), β, λ, δ

Output: Hfin ⊆ E:(β, λ, δ)-damaged EDCS of G

1 H = ∅
2 repeat
3 E′ = ∅
4 for e ∈ E/H do
5 if degH(e) < β · (1− λ/2) then
6 H ← H ∪ {e}
7 E′ ← E′ ∪ {e}

8 if |E′| ≤ δ·λ·β·n
16 then

9 VD ← {v ∈ V : degE′(v) > λ·β
8 }

10 ED ← {e ∈ E′ : |e ∩ VD| > 0}
11 Hfin ← H \ ED

12 Return Hfin

13 for e ∈ H do
14 if degH(e) > β · (1− λ/4) then
15 H ← H \ {e}

412

▶ Lemma 25. Algorithm 1 returns Hfin as a (β, λ, δ)-damaged EDCS of G.413

The potential function Φ used in proof of the following lemma is based on [18].414

▶ Lemma 26. Algorithm 1 runs in deterministic O( m
δ·λ2 ) time.415

The proofs of the lemmas are deferred to Appendix B. The intuition is the following: at the416

start of each iteration we add all edges of the graph to H which have degH(e) < β · (1−λ/2).417

If we fail to add at least O(λ · δ · β · n) such edges we terminate with H stripped of some418

edges. At the end of each iteration we remove all edges such that degH(e) > β. Consider419

what happens if we fail to add Ω(λ · δ · β · n) edges in an iteration. That means that only in420

the local neighbourhood of Θ(δ · n) ’damaged’ vertices could we have added Ω(β · λ) edges in421

the last iteration. We strip away the edges around damaged vertices to get H. The running422

time argument is based on a potential function Φ from [18]. Initially it is 0 and has an upper423

bound of O(n · β2) and grows by at least Ω(n · β2 · λ2 · δ) in each iteration bounding the424

number of iterations by O( 1
δ·λ2 ).425
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5.4 Maintaining a Damaged EDCS in Õ( m
n·β )pdate Time With426

Amortized Rebuilds427

Algorithm 2 DynamicDamagedEDCS

Input: G = (V, E), β, λ, δ

Output: H ⊆ E:(β, λ, δ) damaged-EDCS of G

1 α← n·δ·λ·β
64

2 Initially and after every α edge updates
3 H ← StaticDamagedEDCS(G, β

1+λ/4 , λ/4, δ/2)
4 ED ← ∅
5 EI ← ∅
6 Function InsertEdge((u,v)):
7 EI ← EI ∪ {(u, v)}
8 if max{degEI

(u), degEI
(v)} < β·λ

16 − 1 and degH((u, v)) ≤ β − 2 then
9 H ← H ∪ {(u, v)}

10 Function DeleteEdge(e):
11 ED ← ED ∪ {e}
12 H ← H \ {e}

428

Note that ED is defined for the purposes of the analysis.429

▶ Lemma 27. The sparsifier H maintained by Algorithm 2 is a (β, λ, δ)-damaged EDCS of430

G whenever the algorithm halts.431

▶ Lemma 28. The amortized update time of Algorithm 2 over a series of α updates is432

O( m
n·β·λ3·δ2 ) and the sparsifier H undergoes O( 1

λ·δ ) amortized recourse.433

The lemmas are proven in the appendix. On a high level, a (β, O(λ), O(δ)) damaged434

EDCS will gain O(n · δ) damaged vertices in the span of O(n · δ · λ · β) edge updates as for a435

vertex to be damaged there has to be O(β · λ) edge updates in it’s local neighbourhood. At436

this point we can call a rebuild of the EDCS in Õ(m) time to get an amortized update time437

of Õ( m
β·n ).438

5.5 k Batch-Dynamic Algorithm For Maintaining An Approximate EDCS439

▶ Lemma 29. Given fully dynamic graph G with n vertices and m edges. There is a k440

batch-dynamic dynamic algorithm which maintains a (β, λ, δ)-damaged EDCS of this graph441

with deterministic update time O( k·m
n·β·δ2·λ3 ) and recourse O( k

δ·λ ).442

Proof. Define an alternative version of Algorithm 2 where α is simply set to αi = i · α
k443

during the processing of the i-th batch. Observe that in the proof of Lemma 27 the only444

detail which depends on the choice of α is the size of VED
∪ VEI

. At any point in this batch445

modified version of the algorithm αi ≤ α therefore the correctness of the algorithm follows.446

The running time of the algorithm will be affected by this change. As every edge update447

is processed in constant time by the algorithm the running time is dominated by calls to448

StaticDamagedEDCS. By definition for every batch at least α/k edge updates will occur449

between the start of the batch and the first rebuild (if there is one) yielding an amortized450

update time of at most O( k·m
n·β·δ2·λ3 ) over the first rebuild (due to Lemma 28). After the first451

rebuild the algorithm simply proceeds to run with α-parameter αi therefore the amortized452

update time for the remainder of batch i is O( i·m
n·β·δ2·λ3 ) = O( k·m

n·β·δ2·λ3 ).453

◀454
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▶ Corollary 30. For fully dynamic graph G there is a deterministic k batch-dynamic algorithm455

for maintaining a (3/2+ϵ, δ)-approximate maximum matching with update time Õ( k·m
n·β +k ·β).456

Proof. Set λ = ϵ
128 and β large enough to satisfy the requirements of Lemma 24 such that457

the resulting sparsifier is (3/2 + ϵ/4, δ)-approximate. Use the algorithm of Lemma 29. The458

resulting damaged-EDCS sparsifier will have maximum degree O(β), undergo Õ(k) recourse459

per update and will take Õ( k·m
n·β ) time to maintain. By Lemma 24 it will be a (3/2 + ϵ/4, δ)-460

approximate matching sparsifier. Hence, if we apply the algorithm of Lemma 4 to maintain a461

(1 + ϵ/4)-approximate maximum matching within the sparsifier we can maintain a (3/2 + ϵ, δ)462

approximate matching in Õ( m·k
n·β + β · k) update time and recourse.463

◀464

5.6 Proof of Theorem 2465

Proof. Take the algorithm of Corollary 30. Set k = log(n) and apply Corollary 9 to receive466

a deterministic (3/2 + ϵ, δ)-approximate dynamic matching algorithm with worst-case update467

time Õ( m
n·β + β). Finally, transform this algorithm into a (3/2 + ϵ)-approximate matching468

algorithm using either Corollary 19 or Corollary 20.469

◀470

6 (2 + ϵ)-Approximate Fully Dynamic Maximum Matching in Õ(1)471

Worst-Case Update Time472

In the appendix we present a deterministic worst-case O(poly(log(n), 1/ϵ))-update time473

(2 + ϵ)-approximate fully dynamic matching algorithm. Currently, the only deterministic474

O(poly(log(n), 1/ϵ))-update time algorithms [21], [45] have amortized update time bounds,475

while the fastest wort-case algorithm runs in Õ(
√

n) update time from [43]. We will first476

improve the running time bounds of the algorithm presented in [45] to k batch-dynamic using477

the same technique as presented previously. [45] similarly bases the algorithm on amortized478

rebuilds which are triggered when ϵ factor of change occurs within the data-structure. In479

order to improve the update time to batch-dynamic we define ϵi = i·ϵ
k to be the slack480

parameter during the progressing of batch i. Firstly, this ensures that ϵi ≤ ϵ during any481

of the batches progressed guaranteeing the approximation ratio. Secondly, whenever a new482

batch begins the slack parameter increases by ϵ
k which insures that there will be enough time483

steps before next rebuild occurs to amortize the rebuild time over.484

▶ Lemma 31. There is a deterministic k batch amortized Oϵ(k · log4(n)) update time485

(2 + ϵ)-approximate fully dynamic matching algorithm.486

Proof. The proof of this lemma is only available online due to length requirements.487

◀488

Theorem 1 follows from Lemma 31 and Corollary 9.489
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8 Open Questions494

Worst-Case Update Time Improvement Through Batch-Dynamization: We have495

shown two applications on how batch-dynamization can be used to improve amortized rebuild496

based algorithm update times to worst-case. As amortized rebuild is a popular method for497

dynamizing a data-structure not just in the context of matching it would be interesting to498

see if the batch-dynamization based framework has any more applications.499

(α, δ)-Approximate Dynamic Matching: In current dynamic matching literature500

most algorithms focus on maintaining an α-approximate matching or matching sparsifier501

both for the integral and fractional version of the problem. However, a more relaxed (α, δ)-502

approximate matching algorithm using the reductions presented in this paper (or [7], [9])503

allow for the general assumption that µ(G) = Θ(n) at all times. This assumption has proven504

to be useful in other settings for the matching problem such as the stochastic setting ([7],505

[9]) but largely seems to be unexplored in the dynamic setting.506

Damaged EDCS: The EDCS matching sparsifier [17] has found use in a number of507

different settings for the matching problem [18] [13] [5] [43] [6] [14] [4]. In contrast with the508

EDCS (as far as we are aware) a damaged EDCS admits a deterministic near-linear time509

static algorithm. This might lead to new results in related settings.510
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A Proof of Lemma 8656

We restate the lemma for the readers convenience:657

▶ Lemma 32. Given (α) approximate (or (α, ϵ)-approximate) dynamic matching algorithm658

Alg is O(log(n)) batch-dynamic with update time O(T (n)) and dynamic graph G undergo-659

ing edge insertions and deletions. There is an algorithm Alg′ which maintains O(log(n))660

matchings of G such that at all times during processing an input sequence of arbitrarily661

large polynomial length one of the matchings is (α) approximate (or (α, ϵ)-approximate).662

The update time of Alg′ is worst-case O(T (n) · log3(n)) and it is deterministic if Alg is663

deterministic.664

Proof. Fix some integer k = O(log(n)). Alg′ will be running k instances of Alg in parallel on665

graph G, call them Ai : i ∈ {0, .., k− 1}. Assume that Alg’s running time is k batch-dynamic.666

We will describe what state each instance of Alg will take during processing specific parts of667

the input, then argue that at least one of them will be outputting an α (or (α, δ))-approximate668

matching at all times.669

Assume that the input sequence I is kk long. Let I[i] represent the i-th element of the670

input sequence and I[i, j) represents elements i, i + 1, ..., j − 1 for j > i. Let I[i, j] represent671

I[i, j)∪I[j]. Fix a specific instance of Alg say Ai. Call the input batches of Ai as Bj
i : j ∈ [k].672

At a given point in time let |Bj
i | refer to the number of input elements instance Ai has673

progressed as it’s j-th batch. Note that we will assume that in update time O(T (n) · |Bj
i |)674

instance Ai can revert back to a state where input batch Bj
i was empty given the elements675

of Bj
i where the last elements of I progressed by Ai.676

Represent the input elements of I as k-long k-airy strings starting from {0}k. Choose677

I[λ] such that λ-s k-airy representation ends with an ′i′ followed by γ > 0 ′0′-s and contains678

a single i digit. We will now describe what instance Ai will be doing while Alg′ is processing679

input elements I[λ, λ + kγ). We will call this process as the resetting of batches Bλ
i , .., B1

i .680

Resetting the Contents of Batches Bλ
i , .., B1

i :681

With a slight overload of notation partition the input sub-sequence I[λ, λ + kγ) into682

γ + 1 sub-sequences Ij : j ∈ {0, ..., γ}. Let λj = λ +
∑γ−1

x=j kj · (k − 1) for γ ≥ j ≥ 0. Let683

Ij = I[λj , λj−1) for γ ≥ j > 0 and I0 = I[λ0]. Observe that |Ij | = Θ(kj).684

While Alg′ is processing input elements Iλ instance Ai will revert to the state it was in685

before processing the contents of the batches Bγ+1
i , ..., B1

i . Then it proceeds to place all686

these elements into batch Bγ+1
i a single batch.687

While Alg′ is processing input elements Ij : γ > j > 0 instance Ai will progress input688

elements Ij+1 as batch Bj+1
i .689
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While Alg′ is processing the input element I0 instance Ai will place input elements I1∪ I0690

into B1
i .691

If Ai is not resetting batches it is processing single elements of the input string.692

Processing Single Elements of The Input String:693

If the first k− 1 digits of the k-airy representation of λ don’t contain a single i digit then694

while Alg is processing I[λ] instance Ai will extend it’s last batch B1
i with input element695

I[λ].696

These two instances describe the behaviour of Ai over the whole of I. If Ai is processing a697

single input element at any point in time it’s output is an α (or (α, δ))-approximate matching.698

Also observe, that for any λ there is a digit i ∈ [k] in it’s k-airy representation which is not699

one of it’s first k − 1 digits. By definition, this implies that Ai will be be processing I[λ]700

as a single input element. Hence, the output of Ai will be an (α) (or (α, δ))-approximate701

matching for some i at all time steps.702

▷ Claim 33. At all times for all j ∈ [k] and i ∈ {0, ..., k− 1} it holds that |Bj
i | ≤ (j + 1) · kj .703

Proof. We will proof the claim through induction on j. Fix i. Whenever the contents of704

B1
i are reset it will be set to contain exactly k input elements. If the contents of B1

i are not705

reset while I[λ] is progressed by Alg′ then B1
i is extended by I[λ]. However, over the course706

of k consecutive input elements being progressed by Alg′ batch B1
i must be reset. Therefore,707

B1
i will never contain more than 2 · k − 1 elements.708

Assume that |Bj
i | ≤ (j + 1) · (kj − kj−1) at all times as an inductive hypothesis. Consider709

how many elements may Bj+1
i contain. Whenever Bj+1

i is reset it will be set to contain710

exactly (k − 1) · kj elements. Furthermore, whenever Bj
i is reset Bj+1

i is extended by the711

contents of Bj
i , .., B1

i . These are the only cases when Bj+1
i may be extend by any input712

elements. Bj
i is reset at most k− 1 times between two resets of Bj+1

i . Therefore, at all times713

|Bj+1
i | ≤ (k−1) · (kj +

∑j
x=1(x + 1) · (kx−kx−1)) ≤ (k−1) · (j + 2) ·kj = (j + 2) · (kj+1−kj).714

This finishes the inductive argument.715

◀716

▷ Claim 34. The worst-case running time of Ai is O(T (n) · k2) for all i ∈ {0, ..., k − 1}.717

Proof. To bound worst case running times differentiate two cases. Firstly, if I[λ] is progressed718

as a single input element by Ai then Ai will extend it’s smallest batch B1
i with I[λ]. As at719

all times |B1
i | ≤ 2 · k due to Claim 33 this can be done in worst-case update time O(T (n) · k).720

Fix λ as described previously, such that it’s k-airy representation contains a single i digit721

followed by γ > 0 0-s so that Ai will be resetting batches Bγ
i , .., B1

i while Alg′ is processing722

I[λ, λ + kγ). Define Ij : γ ≥ j ≥ 0 as before. While Alg′ is processing Iγ instance Ai has723

to revert to the state before processing any of Bγ+1
i , ..., B1

i and progress their contents as a724

single batch into Bγ+1
i . This concerns the backtracking and processing of O(kγ+1 · γ) input725

elements by Claim 33. The computational work required to complete this can be distributed726

over the time period Alg′ is handling Iγ evenly as this computation doesn’t require Ai to727

know the contents of Iγ . Hence, it can be completed in O(T (n) · k · γ) = O(T (n) · k2)728

worst-case update time.729

Similarly, over the course of Alg′ processing Ij which consists of Θ(kj) elements we can730

distribute the O(T (n) · kj+1) total work of processing Ij+1 into batch Bj+1
i evenly resulting731

in O(T (n) · k) worst case update time. Finally, for instance Ai processing I1 ∪ I0 while Alg′
732

progresses I0 will take O(T (n) · k) time.733

◀734
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Therefore, each instance Ai runs in O(T (n) · k2) worst-case update time. As there are735

k instances of Alg running like as described in parallel, this takes a total of O(T (n) · k2)736

worst case update time. It remains to select k = O(log(n)) so the algorithm can progress737

an input of length O(loglog(n)(n)) = O(nlog(log(n))), that is of input sequences of arbitrarily738

large polynomial length for large enough n.739

◀740

B Missing Proofs of Section 5741

B.1 Proof of Lemma 25742

Proof. Let E′
fin represent the state of E′ at termination. First let’s argue that ∀e ∈ Hfin :743

degHfin
≤ β. At the end of the penultimate iteration of the outer loop H must have maximum744

edge degree of β · (1 − λ/4). H then will be extended with edges of E′ \ ED which has a745

maximum degree of β · λ/8. Therefore, maxe∈Hfin
degHfin

(e) ≤ β · (1− λ/4) + 2 · λ/8 ≤ β.746

As
∑

v∈V degE′
fin

(v) ≤ δ·λ·β·n
8 it must hold that |VD| ≤ δ · n = |V | · δ. Take an edge747

e ∈ E \Hfin which doesn’t intersect VD. As all such edges with lower than β · (1 − λ/2)748

edge degree in E were added to E′
fin it must hold that degHfin∪E′

fin
(e) ≥ β · (1− λ/2). As749

neither endpoints of e are in VD it must hold that degED
(e) ≤ λ · β/4. This implies that750

degHfin
(e) ≥ degHfin∪E′

fin
(e)− degED

(e) ≥ β · (1−λ/2)−λ · β/4 ≥ β · (1−λ). Hence, Hfin751

is a (β, λ, δ)-damaged EDCS of G.752

◀753

B.2 Proof of Lemma 26754

Proof. Observe that every iteration of the repeat loop runs in O(m) time as each iteration can755

be executed over a constant number of passes over the edge set. Define Φ(H) = Φ1(H)−Φ2(H)756

where Φ1(H) =
∑

v∈V degH(v) · (β− 1/2) = |E(H)| · (2 · β− 1) and Φ2(H) =
∑

e∈H degH(e).757

Initially Φ(H) = 0 and Φ(H) ≤ β2 · n. We will show that ϕ(H) monotonously increases758

over the run of the algorithm and each iteration of the repeat loop (except for the last one)759

increases it by at least Ω(β2 · λ2 · δ · n) which implies the lemma.760

Φ(H) may change at times when edges are added to or removed from H. Whenever e is761

removed from H we know that degH(e) > β · (1−λ/4) (before the deletion). This means that762

Φ1(H) decreases by 2β · (1− λ/4)− 1 but Φ2(H) also decreases by at least 2 · β · (1− λ/4).763

This is because degH(e) disappears from the sum of Φ2(H) and degH(e)− 2 elements of the764

sum (degrees of edges neighbouring e) reduce by 1 and degH(e) ≥ β · (1− λ/4) + 1. Hence,765

Φ(H) increases by at least 1.766

Whenever an edge e is added to H we know that degH(e) < β · (1 − λ/2) (before the767

insertion). Due to the insertion Φ1(H) increases by exactly 2 · β − 1. Φ2(H) increases by at768

most 2 · β · (1− λ/2) as a term of at most β · (1− λ/2) + 1 is added to it’s sum and at most769

β · (1− λ/2)− 1 elements of it’s sum increase by 1. Therefore, Φ(H) increases by at least770

λ · β. In every iteration but the last one of the repeat loop at least λ·β·δ·n
16 edges were added771

to H. This means every iteration increases Φ(H) by at least λ2·β2·δ·n
16 = Ω(λ2 · β2 · δ · n)772

finishing the lemma.773

◀774
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B.3 Proof of Lemma 27775

Proof. Every time H is reset rebuilt through StaticDamagedEDCS the lemma statement776

is satisfied (by Lemma 25) Focus on one period of α updates after a rebuild. Define777

ED and EI to be the set of edges deleted and inserted over these updates respectively778

(note that ED ∩ EI might not be empty). Define VED
= {v ∈ V |degED

(v) ≥ β·λ
16 } and779

VEI
= {v ∈ V |degEI

(v) ≥ β·λ
16 }. Note, that |VED

∪ VEI
| ≤ 2·α

β·λ
16
≤ δ·n

2 .780

As after a call to Algorithm 1 the sparsifier H is a ( β
1+λ/4 , λ/4, δ/2)-damaged EDCS781

(follows from Lemma 25) and the following holds for some VD ⊆ V with |VD| ≤ |V | · δ/2:782

∀e ∈ H : degH(e) ≤ β
1+λ/4783

All e ∈ E \H such that e ∩ VD = ∅ satsifies that degH(e) ≥ β·(1−λ/4)
1+λ/4784

Define V ′
D = VD ∪ VED

∪ VEI
. Note that |V ′

D| ≤ |VD| + |VED
∪ VEI

| ≤ n · δ. Also785

note that after a rebuild maxe∈E degH(e) ≤ β
1+λ/4 . As edges will only be inserted between786

vertices u and v if their degrees is at most β·λ
16 − 2 in H we can be certain that at any point787

maxe∈E degH(e) ≤ β
1+λ/4 + β·λ

16 ≤ β (for small enough values of λ).788

At any point during the phase take an arbitrary e ∈ E \ H ∧ e ∩ V ′
D = ∅. If e ∈ EI789

at the time of it’s (last) insertion one of its endpoints, say v had degEI
(v) ≥ λ·β

16 or790

degH(e) > β − 2. The former would imply v ∈ V ′
D. Therefore, we can assume that if791

e /∈ H then either e ∈ EI and at time of it’s insertion degH(e) > β − 2 or e /∈ EI and at792

the start of the phase degH(e) ≥ β (1−λ/4)
1+λ/4 . Either way, during the phase the edge degree793

of e may have reduced by at most β·λ
8 as none of it’s endpoints are in VED

. Therefore,794

degH(E) ≥ β·(1−λ/4)
1+λ/4 − β·λ

8 ≥ β · (1− λ). This concludes the proof.795

◀796

B.4 Proof of Lemma 28797

Proof. Edge insertions and deletions are handled in O(1) time apart from the periodic798

rebuilds. The rebuilds run in O( m
δ·λ2 ) deterministic time by Lemma 26 therefore over α799

insertions the amortized update time is O( m
δ·λ2·α ) = O( m

n·β·λ3·δ2 ). The recourse of the sparsifier800

is also constant apart from rebuild operations. When a rebuild occurs the sparsifier goes801

under at most O(n · β) edge updates. Therefore, the amortized recourse is O( n·β
α ) = O( 1

λ·δ ).802

◀803
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C Missing Proofs from Section 4804

C.1 Proof of Lemma 13805

Algorithm 3 Vertex Sparsification

Input: G = (V, E), AlgM , AlgS

Output: (α + ϵ)-approximate maximum matching of G

1 MMSize← 1
2 i← 1
3 while MMSize ≤ n do
4 i← i + 1
5 MMSize←MMSize · (1 + ϵ/(8α))
6 Vi : V i

j : j ∈ [L]← Set of (MMSize, ϵ/(8α)) matching preserving vertex
partitionings of G into C ·MMSize vertex subsets of size L output by AlgS

7 Gi
j ← Vertex concatenation of G based on V i

j

8 M i
j ← Maintain (α, ϵ

8C )-approximate matching of Gi
j with AlgM

9 GMi
j
← Maintain edges of M i

j in G

10 E′ ← ∪
i,j

GMi
j

11 M∗ ← Maintain a 1 + ϵ/(8α)-approximate maximum matching of (V, E′) with
Lemma 4

806

▷ Claim 35. Algorithm 3 maintains an (α + ϵ)-approximate maximum matching.807

Proof. Fix i = ⌊log1+ϵ/(8α)(µ(G))⌋ and let µ1+ϵ/(8α)(G) = (1 + ϵ/(8α))i. Note that G808

contains a matching of size µ1+ϵ/(8α)(G) (assume integrality for sake of convenience) and809

µ(G) ≤ µ1+ϵ/(8α)(G) · (1 + ϵ/(8α)). By the definition of matching preserving vertex parti-810

tionings there is a j ∈ [L] such that µ(Gi
j) ≥ (1− ϵ/(8α))µ1+ϵ/8(G).811

Hence, µ(Gi
j) ≥ µ(G) · (1− ϵ/(4α)). As the vertex set of Gi

j is of size C · µ1+ϵ/8(G) we812

have that |M j
i | ·α + ϵ

8C ·C ·µ1+ϵ/(8/α)(G) ≥ µ(Gj
i ) ≥ µ(G) · (1− ϵ/(4α)) as M i

j is an (α, ϵ
8C )-813

approximate maximum matching of Gi
j . This simplified states that |M i

j | · α
1− 3·ϵ

α·8
≥ µ(G).814

As M i
j ⊆ E′ we have |M∗| · (1 + ϵ/(8α)) ≥ |M i

j | and therefore |M∗| · α·(1+ ϵ
8α )

1− ϵ·3
8·α

≥ µ(G).815

This can be simplified to |M∗| · (α + ϵ) ≥ µ(G).816

◀817

▷ Claim 36. Algorithm 3 has an update time of O(T (n, ϵ/C) · L2·log2(n)
ϵ4 ).818

Proof. The maintenance of M i
j will take O(T (n, ϵ/C)) update time for specific values of819

i, j. As α = O(1) i will range in [O( log(n)
ϵ )]. Therefore, the algorithm maintains O( L·log(n)

ϵ )820

matchings in parallel using AlgM . This means E′ has maximum degree O( L·log(n)
ϵ ) and can821

be maintained in update time O(T (n, ϵ/C) · L·log(n)
ϵ ) and may undergo the same amount of822

recourse. Hence, with the invocation of the algorithm from Lemma 4 the total update time823

is O(T (n, ϵ/C) · L2·log2

ϵ4 ).824

The two claims conclude Lemma 13825

◀826

Do note, that the update time can be slightly improved to O(T (n, ϵ
C ) · L·log(n)

ϵ + L2·log2(n)
ϵ5 )827

using Lemma 5 ([46]). The update time of the sparsifier is O(T (n, ϵ
C ) · L·log(n)

ϵ ). Using the828

lemma it’s recourse can be bounded at O(L·log(n)
ϵ ). Applying Lemma 4 ([32]) yields the829

slightly different update time.830
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C.2 Proof of Lemma 14831

Proof. For graph G = (V, E) generate L =
⌈

512·log(n)
ϵ2

⌉
vertex partitionings into d =832 ⌈

4 · (2k)
ϵ

⌉
sets at random. Call the set of partitionings V = {Vj : j ∈ [L]} and let V j

i833

stand for the i-th vertex set of the j-th partitioning. Fix 2k vertices S of V arbitrarily834

to represent the endpoints of a matching of size k in G and note that this can be done835 (
n

2·k
)
≤ n2·k ≤ eln(n)·2·k ≤ e4·log2(n)·k number of ways.836

Fix a specific vertex partitioning Vj with vertex sets V j
i : i ∈ [d]. Let the random variable837

Xj
i : i ∈ [d] be an indicator variable of S ∩ V j

i ̸= ∅ and X̄j =
∑

i∈[d] Xj
i .838

▷ Claim 37. Xj
i : i ∈ [d] are negatively associated random variables.839

Proof. Define Bl
i : i ∈ [d], l ∈ [2 · k] be the indicator variable of the l-th vertex of S falling840

into the i-th subset V j
i . This turns the random variables into the well known balls and841

binds experiment. By [26] (this can also be considered a folklore fact) random variables842

Bl
i : i ∈ [d], l ∈ [2 · k] are negatively associated. By definition Xj

i = maxl∈[2·k]{Bl
i}. By843

Theorem 2 of [27] monotonously increasing functions defined on disjoint subsets of a set of844

negatively associated random variables are negatively associated. As max is monotonously845

increasing this implies that Xj
i : i ∈ [d] are also negatively associated.846

◀847

E[Xj
i ] = 1−Pr[S∩V j

i = ∅] = 1−(1−1
d

)2k ≥ 1−((1− 1
8 · k/ϵ

)8·k/ϵ)ϵ/4 ≥ 1−e−ϵ/4 ≥ ϵ · (1− ϵ/8)
4

Therefore, E[X̄j ] ≥
⌈ 8·k

ϵ

⌉
· ϵ·(1−ϵ/8)

4 ≥ 2k · (1− ϵ/8). Now we apply Chernoff’s inequality848

for negatively associated random variables to get that:849

Pr[X̄j ≤ 2k · (1− ϵ/4)] ≤ Pr[X̄j ≤ E[X̄j ] · (1− ϵ/8)] ≤ exp(−
E[X̄j ] · ( ϵ

8 )2

2 ) ≤ e
−2k·ϵ2

128

This implies that850

Pr[min
j∈[L]
{X̄j} ≤ 2k · (1− ϵ/4)] ≤ e−4·log(n)·2k

Further applying a union bound over the
(

n
2k

)
possible choices of S yields that regardless851

of the choice of S with probability 1− e−2·log(n)·2k ≥ 1− 1/poly(n) there is a partitioning852

Vj = V j
i : i ∈ [d] where at least 2k · (1 − ϵ/4) of the vertex sets of Vj contain a vertex of853

S. This implies that there can be at most 2k · (1− ϵ/2) vertices of S sharing a vertex set854

of Vj with an other vertex of S. Furthermore, if S represents the endpoints of a matching855

of size k at least k · (1 − ϵ) of it’s edges will have both their endpoints being assigned to856

unique vertex sets of Vj with respect to S. This implies that the concatenation of G based857

on Vj will preserve a 1− ϵ fraction of any matching of size k from G. Therefore, V is a (k, ϵ)858

matching preserving set of partitionings for G.859

Note that while we can simply sample the partitionings randomly in polynomial time, we860

could also consider all possible sets of partitionings and check weather any of them is (k, ϵ)861

matching preserving for all possible choice of S ⊆ V . From the fact that a random sampling862

based approach succeeds with positive probability we know that there is a set of (k, ϵ)863

matching preserving partitionings therefore we will find one one eventually deterministically.864

◀865
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